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NAVAREA VI

The Naval Hydrographic Service of

Argentina has the responsibility for the

public service of safety at sea in the

NAVAREA VI, and promotes scientific

research in marine meteorology and

oceanography.

Since the 1950s, the Meteorology Department of SHN

has compiled marine meteorological and sea

ice/icebergs observations from ships in the Southwestern

Atlantic Ocean and Western Antarctica. Due to the

relevance of this information at a regional scale, a strict

quality control of data is carried out following the

recommendations of the World Meteorological

Organization (WMO) referring to marine climatology

and ice observations.

Within the products and services obtained as a result of using the

dataset, we can mention routine ice charts production and

delivery to mariners, climatological studies to evaluate the

impact of different variables on oil sea exploration (ice and

atmosphere), ocean wave energy development, establishment of

port facilities, climate data for search and rescue missions,

generation of updated pilot charts, among others.
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METEOROLOGICAL DATA

The SHN database contains observations of SST, SLP, SAT, wind speed

and direction, visibility, cloudiness, present weather, wave height, among

others, from 1950 to present. This information, permanently updated, is

codified in registers based on the Recommendations and Norms of the

WMO and the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut (KNMI)

(KNMI, 1991, WMO, 2004).

• Level 1 - Repetitions: duplicate records

• Level 2 - Field: ranges of parameters

• Level 3 - Registration: consistency checks between 
observation parameters

• Level 4 - Temporal: coherence checks between 
parameters of successive observations up to 6 hours 
apart from each other

• Level 5 - Spatial: geographical quality control of the 
data through the visualization of the information in a 
GIS application.

• Level 6 - Statistical: statistical limits are defined

Intercomparison with NCEP Reanalysis

The analysis of the mean values of the SST, SAT, SLP, and wind

calculated with the original data, and after applying the statistical quality

control, shows that this technique significantly improves the spatial

representation of the average values over the domain. On the other hand,

this technique induces a significant loss of data east of 45 ° W. In this way,

the resulting information provides a greater robustness in the monthly

summaries that are granted to the ships that sail in these regions.

With the incorporation of the statistical technique, we can affirm that the

resulting database is of high quality. It will allow to carry out a variety of

climatic studies, such as the evaluation of the changes observed in

extreme events in a space domain not yet explored, such as the Argentine

Sea..



SEA ICE AND ICEBERGS DATA

The sea ice and iceberg data base starts in the 80s, coincidently with the

beginning of the satellite activities and earth observation. At that

moment, the Argentine Naval Hydrographic Service recognized the

importance of validation of satellite imagery, and so the ice

observations started.

Actually, we have a 40 years data set of sea ice and icebergs

observations, with a robust quality control. Since the 2000 the

Argentine ships and Antarctic stations started to use a software to

register observations, called SIGLAC. Also, it has been developed a

short version of this software, the SIGLAC-C, to be used by merchant

and tourist ships in the Southern Ocean, so more observations can be

added but no loosing quality of them.

The main objective of the registration of this observations is to validate

in NRT the satellite imagery used in the ice charting.

The secondary objective is to use this information in R&D projects,

including climate change impacts in the sea ice.

Quality control levels

Level 1 - field: check for duplication of records and valid ranges for each parameter.

Level 2 - registration: analysis of coherence between certain parameters.

Level 3 - spatial: geographic quality control of the file, through its visualization

through a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) application.

The objective of the system is to register, quality controlled, observations of sea

ice and icebergs on board ships that sail through waters with presence of ice,

automatic codifying according to IISS message format. Criteria and quality control

rules had been established by Glaciology Division, Meteorology Department,

SHN. Additionally, this program offers a collection of sea ice photographs,

grouped by type and category, took by the staff of Glaciology Division while

participating in Summer Antarctic Campaigns, from 1978 to the present.

Registration of Observations


